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Q.  How fun was it walking up 18 having all those fans in the suites cheering you on?   

 

RAFA CAMPOS:  I love it.  Obviously it's extremely fun.  It's not nerve wracking actually.  I 

thought I was going to be really nervous on my putt, but I just felt the whole crowd like really 

backing me up throughout the entire day.  It's awesome.  It's the first time I've actually seen 

it this packed so I really did enjoy it, like especially today just walking down, seeing every 

booth with so many people cheering me on.  Yeah, it's awesome. 

 

Q.  Do you feel a certain amount of pride knowing that you're kind of representing 

Puerto Rico and they're out to support you? 

 

RAFA CAMPOS:  Definitely, no, definitely.  I don't really mind me playing good or bad, I just 

want -- like I want to make golf visible here.  And seeing that many people following me and 

all that, I think to myself, okay, I'm pretty sure after the week at least two or three guys will 

want to start picking up golf here.  That's my main goal right now, try to promote the game.  

Yeah, obviously it's great when I'm playing good.  Yeah, that's what I want to do. 

 

Q.  How do you feel like you handled yourself today with all the fans out to support 

you, you being in contention, how do you feel like you handled yourself? 

 

RAFA CAMPOS:  I actually think I handled myself pretty well.  I was a little nervous at the 

beginning, the first couple holes, but then I actually felt really relaxed.  I felt really 

comfortable out there.  I was hitting the ball very well and got to a point where I just stopped, 

kind of like, hey, you know, I stopped making putts and started reading greens a little bit 

improperly.  But I actually felt really comfortable out there and I love when so many people 

follow me.  It actually makes me feel a little bit more relaxed. 

 

Q.  Did you learn anything about yourself and how you carried yourself today that 

you'll be able to use tomorrow? 

 

RAFA CAMPOS:  Yes, definitely.  Not only today but the last couple days, I've actually been 

able to rebound after some bogeys.  I wasn't able to do that today, but yeah, it's just I'm very 

relaxed.  I don't realize how many people are following me.  I'm kind of like trying to focus on 

what I have to do, what shot I have to hit and all that.  It's not until I kind of finish the hole 

that I step back and kind of look around and go, oh, that's pretty nice, but you don't really 

see them that often unconsciously obviously. 
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